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From Our Good Friends at SCIL (Social Compassion in Legisla-
tion). California SB 64, the Pet Microchipping bill, is currently on 
the Governor’s desk. Contact Governor Gavin Newsom and urge 
him to sign this bill. Deadline is October 13th. You may contact 
him by phone at 916-445-2841, or go to the Governor’s contact 
page to send your support of this bill. The contact page link is 
https://govapps.gov.ca.gov/gov40mail/.

SB 313, the Circus Cruelty Prevention Act and SB 202, the 
Animal Blood Donors Bill are both going to the full California As-

sembly for a vote imminently. Call your Assemblymember, one 
call for both bills, and urge them to vote YES on both bills.

AB 1561, basically the same bill presented for the third time 
under different tags, is up before the Assembly yet again. Urge 
your Assemblymember to vote AGAINST this bill and keep exotic 
animal skins off the market in California.

Happy, the 48-year-old female Asian elephant imprisoned in 
the Bronx Zoo is still living in limbo with her fate undecided.  
Her case is now in the Bronx County Supreme Court, New York 
State. The Nonhuman Rights Project has been working to get 
her released since October of 2018. Visit nonhumanrights.org 
to read more about Happy’s case and the inspiring work of the 
Nonhuman Rights Project. On August 10th, close to 100 people 
joined the Nonhuman Rights Project at the Bronx Zoo to rally for 
Happy’s freedom. She has been forced to live there for over 40 
years. The last 13 years she has been living alone.

Animal Legal Defense Fund updated its case against the 
USDA. In 2017, the USDA removed tens of thousands of animal 
welfare records from its APHIS (Animal and Plant Health Inspec-
tion Service) database. Public access to these records is required 
by law and is crucial for animal protection. According to Stephen 
Wells, ALDF Executive Director, “Without these records, advo-
cates cannot effectively hold accountable roadside zoos, puppy 
mills, circuses, research laboratories, and other institutions that 
exploit and harm animals.” ALDF, as part of a coalition, filed a 
lawsuit in February of 2017 to have the records reinstated in 
the database. In August of that year, the U.S. District Court for 
the Northern District of California, dismissed the suit. In August 
of 2019, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals reversed the low-
er court’s decision. The case has been remanded back to the 
District Judge William H. Orrick to decide whether the USDA 
database removals were legal.

In other ALDF news, “The Superior Court of the State of 
California has issued a critical ruling that a lawsuit against the 
Animal Kingdom pet store and two sham “rescue groups,” Bark 
Adoptions and Rescue Pets Iowa, can move forward. The lawsuit 
alleges the companies engaged in an illegal puppy laundering 
scheme in an attempt to unlawfully circumvent a California 

‘retail pet sales ban.’ The ban, which went into effect in January, 
seek to stanch the inflow of dogs from commercial breeders – 
commonly called puppy mills – and requires pet stores to obtain 
animals from public animal control agencies, animal shelters, or 
legitimate rescue groups.” It is alleged in the suit that Bark Adop-
tions obtained puppies from Rescue Pets Iowa, which operates 
as a front for puppy mills, and Bark Adoptions then passed these 
dogs along to Animal Kingdom for sale.

Our friends at ALDF are making some headway in the 
banning of killing contests. ALDF states, “Killing contests make 
a cruel game of inflicting misery and death on wildlife. The con-
tests are designed to reduce native wildlife populations, often 
at the behest of farmers, by making killing ‘fun’ with prizes for 
various categories of carnage.” Further, it states, “During killing 
contests, also known as derbies and tournaments, hunters will 
compete to kill as many animals as they can during a specified 
time period – generally, a day or a weekend. Cash and prizes are 
awarded to the hunters who kill the most animals, the biggest 
animal, the smallest animal, and so on – which often violate 
state gambling laws.” Coyotes are the most likely to be targeted, 
but many other species suffer similar fates in these contests. 
The stated purpose of these contests is culling native wildlife 
populations in order to protect wildlife. But evidence shows kill-
ing can lead to population growth by stimulating breeding and 
migration. California passed a ban on killing contests in 2014. In 
2018, Vermont banned coyote killing; New Mexico followed suit 
in 2019. Maryland banned cownose ray killing contests the same 
year. On September 6th, the Phoenix (AZ) New Times published 
an article; Arizona banned killing contests in that state, but activ-
ists fear the wording in the ban is so narrow in scope it will not 
be effective in stopping the contests in that state.
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IN THE NEWS

BY 
MARY HOLMES

BY
PATRICIA DENYS

DEDICATION
This magazine is dedicated to all sentient creatures; 
the young, the seniors, the wild, the captive, the 
abused, neglected, lost and the hidden. We, along 
with many others who are represented in these 
pages, will never stop working for you. We will 
never give up.

Copyright © 2019 by Animal Culture Magazine. All rights reserved. 
Reproduction in whole or in part without permission is prohibited. 
Animal Culture Magazine is a registered trademark

Patricia Denys, Creative Director, Karlie Kawa, Art 
Director and myself Mary Holmes, Editor in Chief 
welcome you back to Animal Culture magazine!
Animal Culture aspires to educate, to motivate, and 
to celebrate! We are here to educate our readers 
about animal issues, to motivate you to act on these 
issues, and lastly, to celebrate victories for all sentient 
creatures. We have a special celebration this month – 
Animal Culture reached its first anniversary! Thanks for 
supporting us during our first year of publication!

In this issue, we have some familiar friends. We 
revisited Goats of Anarchy, and Bionic Pets, who were 
both in our first issue, and Second Chance Rescue 
NYC from last issue who all came together for “Perc-
ible the Invincible” In this issue, our mascot Andy has 
included his favorite “Tips” column from the past year; 
The Grey Muzzle Organization who focuses on senior 
dogs. We have an interview with Dana Friedman, An-
imal Control Officer, who shares with us the variety of 
issues he handles in his never dull days with multiple 
species. We have included Emilie and Dana Buchwald, 
who are publisher and associate publisher of the very 
special The Gryphon Press that creates books to foster 
children’s empathy toward all animals. Photographer 
Fred Levy is the Visual Culture subject for this issue; he 
is best known for his Black Dogs Project book.  Lastly, 
our book review is on Allowed to Grow Old, beautifully 
photographed by Isa Leshko. 

At this, our first publishing milestone, we want 
to give special thanks to Lisa Karlan, our sole ongoing 
contributor, who has enthusiastically created an 
original plant-based recipe for every issue to date. Her 
intelligent efforts towards a plant-based future are 
inspiring. 

We are supported by our Patreon page, where 
you can become subscribers, and gain access to 
Animal Culture and special content. Please consider 
being a Patreon subscriber, and share Animal Culture 
on all your social media, with all your friends and 
family. We have made great gains for the animals on 
many fronts over the years but there is much work to 
do. Please help us help those who cannot advocate 
for themselves. Join us to create a powerful voice for 
animals, a voice needed now more than ever.

For the animals,
Mary Holmes, Editor-in-Chief

Inquiries should be sent to
mary.animalculture@gmail.com. 
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Based outside of Boston, Fred Levy concentrates on pho-
tographing animal companions, both in the studio envi-
ronment and on location. He is best known for his book 
The Black Dogs Project, published by Race Point Publishing 

in 2015. Amazon.com describes how the Project came about, 
“Known as ‘Black Dog Syndrome’ in animal shelters and rescues, 
it refers to the unfortunate phenomenon that black dogs are 
frequently the LAST dogs to be adopted and the FIRST dogs to 
be euthanized in rescue shelters. Animal photographer Fred Levy 
couldn’t believe that it was true, so he began talking with shelters. 
Not only does the phenomenon exist, but he discovered it’s an 
epidemic. Levy decided to turn his camera lens to black dogs, 
showing the world how beautiful they truly are. He called the 
photo series, The Black Dogs Project, and the stunning photo-
graphs have been shared worldwide, spreading awareness and 
attention to the problem.” We talked to him about photography, 
dogs, and his upcoming projects.

Levy has been a photographer since high school days. After 
high school he pursued his formal photographic education in 
California at a junior college, then college before moving east for 
graduate school at the School of the Museum of Fine Arts at Tufts 
University, graduating in 1999. “In college and grad school it was 
all about photography, but from a fine arts perspective mostly.” 
Dog photography came somewhat later. As many photographers 
will tell you, fine arts photography is a wonderful pursuit, but 
seldom leads to gainful employment. In Levy’s case he found a 
job running a Mac computer lab at an art school, where he stayed 
for almost sixteen years. Five years ago, he left that job to become 
a full-time photographer.

Levy’s family had a dog when he was growing up, a Dachs-
hund named Peanuts. At some point after she passed, as a young 
adult he adopted an iguana as a companion; he got her when she 
was three and she lived to the age of nineteen. His next dog was 
Toby; he and his then-to-be-wife adopted Toby thirteen years ago. 
The rest, as they say, is history. Toby and Levy went to the dog 
park frequently, Levy brought his camera with him, and started 
shooting photos, and interacting with other dog people and their 
dogs. It was at the dog park that he discovered there was the 
possibility of a career as a “pet photographer.” 

Adopting Toby was a major turning point in Levy’s life. As he 
put it, there was Life Before Toby, and Life After Toby. Levy said his 
concept of community enlarged as going out with Toby fostered 
so many interactions with others. “Where I am today is solely 
because of Toby.” And picking up your dog’s “poop” is a humbling 
experience. 

Levy described how the Black Dogs Project came into being. 
While in a dog park with Toby one day, a woman starting talking 
about black dogs having a harder time getting adopted than 
dogs of other colors, a fact of which he was unaware. He assumed 
that he was not the only one that didn’t know this. As he was 
looking for a project to do in his home studio, he decided he was 
up for the challenge. He went from posting images on Facebook, 
to Tumblr, and eventually contacted Huffington Post, where a 
writer decided to do an article about his ongoing project, which 
was posted on Facebook. After it went viral a publisher reached 
out to him, suggesting he do a book. Thus, The Black Dogs Project 
book was born.

His current project, Under the Vest, was born to combat a lack 

1  Denver, a black Lab from the Black Dogs Project. Denver is a therapy 
dog at an elementary school where children read to him. 
2  Naina, Alpine Herding Dog from the Black Dogs Project.
3  Jack-Jack in studio.  

4  Faith, Mix from the Black Dogs Project.
5  Iggy Brown Eyes and chair in studio. 
6  Mercedes, a Poodle and therapy dog who goes to hospitals.

B L A C K  D O G S  A N D  O T H E R  D O G S

THE WORK OF FRED LEVY
BY MARY HOLMES  |  ALL PHOTOS © FRED LEVY PHOTOGRAPHY
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of understanding about service animals, just like the Black Dogs 
Project. With the service dog groups he follows he says, “There’s 
always someone complaining about: ‘They petted my dog again’ 
or ‘my dog got distracted because the parent let the kids run 
up and pet my dog.’” Levy feels that many people treat service 
dogs this way because if they don’t see an obvious problem, like 
someone in a wheelchair, a blind person, or an amputee, they 
don’t think the dog is a service animal. He said he’s in the process 
of getting this project off the ground. He realizes it’s going to take 
some time to produce. In the Black Dogs Project most, of the dogs 
came to him; the Service Dog Project will probably require him 

to travel extensively and shoot on location. He’s in the process 
of reaching out to the various groups that raise and train service 
dogs. The two primary sources to date are CCI (Canine Compan-
ions for Independence), based in California, and NEADS (formerly 
known as National Education for Assistance Dog Services), based 
in Massachusetts. We will continue to follow Levy as this project 
develops and keep our readers updated on his progress. 

For more information on Fred Levy Photography: www.
fredlevyart.com and most social media @fredlevyart.

Known as ‘Black 
Dog Syndrome’ in 
animal shelters and 
rescues, it refers 
to the unfortunate 
phenomenon that 
black dogs are 
frequently the LAST 
dogs to be adopted 
and the FIRST dogs 
to be euthanized in 
rescue shelters.”

7  Toby on rock.

8  Toby 1 and 2.

9 Tambor the yellow Lab who “failed” his 
service dog training for CCI, but became 
his trainer’s best companion!

10  Iggy Brown Eyes as model for a class 
Levy was teaching on pet photography.

11  Shadow, Mix from the Black Dogs 
Project.

12  Stout, Boxer from the Black Dogs 
Project
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FEATURE

Perci’s
JOURNEY

BY PATRICIA DENYS AND MARY HOLMES   

Percible the Invincible
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To celebrate the one-year anniversary of Animal Culture, we 
wanted to choose a story that we believed to be especially 
demonstrative of perseverance. We also wanted to revisit 
some of our first issue’s stories and include new informa-
tion from some of those inspiring people doing remarkable 

things for animals. As you can see by our cover, there is a small 
dog who clearly has persevered! We promised in our July issue to 
share more of Percible’s (aka Perci) incredible story. Perci’s story in-
cludes THREE of the organizations we have interviewed so far and 
TWO were in the first issue! 

The stars aligned the day that the small dog who was inten-
tionally put in a plastic bag and left to die on a street in Atlanta 
was rescued. The stars continued to align for him as three incred-
ible organizations that were already connected to each other 
worked to give him a new life far away from the darkness he had 
experienced.

Second Chance Rescue NYC is a 501(c) (3) based in the New 
York City area founded in 2009 by Jennifer Brooks. Part of Second 
Chance Rescue NYC’s mission reads, “… to reduce animal over-
population in shelters, rescue and rehabilitate critically injured 
and neglected animals, and connect the community to services 
that enable animals to remain in their homes.” To date they have 
rescued close to 11,000 animals, 90% dogs, but they also rescue 
cats. Brooks got into animal rescues doing TNR (trap/neuter/
release) of community cats when she was still in high school. 

Ten years later, when she found there were kill shelters “in her 
backyard” in New York City, she set out to rescue dogs from these 
shelters. This independent rescue effort morphed into Second 
Chance Rescue, and soon thereafter the group achieved non-prof-
it status. Though the group is based in New York City, its efforts 
reach far beyond the city. Currently, they rescue animals from 23 
states. Many of these animals come from North and South Caroli-
na, Georgia, Tennessee, Alabama, and Texas. This year, 25% came 
from the New York City area. Diaz stated they get about 350 pleas 
for help daily, from all different sources. 

Goats of Anarchy in New Jersey, which was featured in the 
September 2018 issue of Animal Culture, was founded by Le-
anne Lauricella.  Her website states, “GOA is an award-winning, 
vegan sanctuary for special needs baby goats (along with other 
animal friends that we just have to help). We are a registered 
charity (501c3) and all tax deductible donations go towards vet 
fees, food, shelter and prosthetics for the baby goats.”  GOA has 
opened its facility to other animals besides goats. Currently, the 
goat population is around 85. They also care for eight sheep, three 
alpacas, two pigs, ten chickens, five full-sized horses, four mini 
horses, and a mini donkey. Dogs too! And somewhere near a third 
of the animals have disabilities. Lauricella told us, “We currently 
have 27 legs that are in prosthetics. The prosthetic guy is coming 
tomorrow. We have about 15 more that we’re getting soon. That’s 
not 27 goats, that’s 27 feet. I just counted the other day how many 

1 Perci at Fulton County 
Animal Services, Atlanta 
when he was brought in.

2 Perci after Dr. 
Lockwood’s surgery at 
Blue Pearl Emergency 
Animal Hospital.

3 On the flight from 
Atlanta to New York!

4 In the car on the way to 
Goats of Anarchy in New 
Jersey!

PHOTOS © SECOND CHANCE 
RESCUE NYC

01 02

03 04
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prosthetics are we putting on in the morning? Within the next 
couple months, it will be close to 50 prosthetics that we’re actual-
ly going to be putting on each morning.” In addition, there are the 
animals in wheelchairs, who also require extra care.

Derrick Campana is the founder of Bionic Pets (also featured 
in the September 2018 issue of Animal Culture). He works with, 
among others, GOA’s mobility challenged animals to provide 
them with orthotics and/or prosthetics. Campana, based in Ster-
ling, VA, founded his company in 2005. There are only a half-doz-
en like him globally, who specialize in animal mobility. Campana 
developed a “casting kit” that can be shipped anywhere. After he 
gets the molds back he and his staff are able to fabricate devices 
and ship them back to the clients. Some animals are then fitted 
with the devices by their veterinarians. In other cases, caretakers 
themselves fit the devices. He says he prefers that veterinarians 
are involved, but circumstances sometimes preclude that option.

His clientele ranges from birds to elephants. Other patients in-
clude horses, camels, deer, sheep, and llamas, but that is far from 
an all-inclusive list. He also does a great deal of sanctuary work.  
Campana was the first to build the world’s first orthotic leg brace 
for an elephant, Jabu.

What’s the difference between an orthotic and a prosthetic? 
His answer was simple, “Orthotics brace a limb; prosthetics re-
place a limb.” Campana feels strongly about the necessity of these 
devices. In his experience, utilizing them can increase an animal’s 
lifespan by about two years. “A person says, ‘Oh, my animal walks 
fine on three legs,’ but I want him to walk great on four legs, to 
keep them healthy and happy for a longer life than they would 
without the prosthesis.” He cites issues of spinal alignment, even 
weight distribution, and less chance of developing arthritis as 
reasons for opting for his services.

With all of this experience of three organizations, the small 
dog found on the street in Atlanta was an exceptional situation 
that took a concentrated effort.

We interviewed Denise Diaz of SCR in our July issue. She nar-
rated to Jennifer Brooks on the night of the rescue in May, “A pass-
erby was driving on a street in Atlanta, and they saw a plastic bag 
moving. And they opened the bag, and it was a very matted, filthy 
dog. You couldn’t even see the eyes. You couldn’t see the paws. It 
couldn’t move. It was gasping for air. There were maggots all over 
the dog. The second they opened the bag flies came – dozens of 
flies came out of the bag. And they grabbed the bag, put it in a 
towel, picked up the dog and took him to Fulton Shelter, and then 
called us.” Fulton County Animal Services had texted Diaz that 
Mother’s Day evening with a message about Perci. In addition, 
they sent three videos and a still photo. Diaz said she was afraid 
to even play the videos; the still shot was so horrific. She called 

Brooks, and gave her a brief update, and then forwarded the text, 
photo, and videos. She directed Fulton County to take the dog to 
Blue Pearl emergency animal hospital, a five-minute drive from 
the shelter. 

Then she called Blue Pearl. “So I called Blue Pearl and said we 
have a STAT coming in. I’m preparing you for this. I told the doctor, 
‘I’m with Second Chance Rescue. We have an account with you. 
This is one of the gnarliest cases you’re ever going to see. The 
dog’s going to come in lateral. I need you to receive the dog as 
fast as possible. Please do everything in your power to save this 
dog, and call me when you’ve done everything you need to do. 
I give you full permission to do everything you need to do. I’m 
warning you now, the dog is very matted, full of maggots. It will 
probably take you hours to shave him.’” The doctor, who Diaz had 
never worked with before, called Diaz back some 45 minutes later. 

They shaved what they could, short of anesthetizing him. 
After additional discussion, it was decided to give the dog 

some analgesics for his pain, and wait till the next morning to 
decide how to proceed further, after some preliminary lab tests. 
Diaz continued, “The next morning I found out that my favorite 
surgeon, my absolute favorite surgeon, was on call, and she was 
going to be the one to anesthetize him, finish shaving him, and 
see what we had left of him, because the issue was, these mats, 
the dog was – this didn’t happen overnight. This was like years 
and years of what caused this dog to look this way. So they anes-
thetized him, finished shaving him, and his two front paws literal-
ly just came off in the mats of hair. So, I was like, ‘Okay. I’ve got two 
options here. I can just let the surgeon take off his two front legs, 
hope that he knows how to use his back legs, put a wheelchair 
on him, send him to rehab, and hopefully someone will adopt a 
wheelchair dog, which usually isn’t the easiest thing. Or, I could be 

a little conservative right now, and I can have them just clean up 
those stumps, and see if we can potentially make this a prosthetic, 
a bionic dog, if he can learn to be a dog.’” After consulting with the 
veterinarian, they opted for the second choice. 

Diaz said most of their followers were supportive of this 
choice. But a minority weighed in saying they thought the dog 
had suffered enough already. “For me, it was what this dog had 
endured his entire life – that wasn’t fair. And that’s not the life he 
should know. If he should have died, then he would have died 
himself. But he wants to be here.”

He had the surgery to prepare him for prosthetics and after a 
short recovery period was transferred to their regular veterinarian 
in Atlanta, Dr. Terry, for additional recuperation. A vet tech at that 
clinic volunteered to be his medical foster until he was ready to be 
transported to a new home. In the meantime, Diaz phoned Lauri-
cella of Goats of Anarchy since GOA is full of disabled goats, and is 

well-versed in prosthetics and wheelchairs. Lauricella had helped 
Second Chance Rescue with a baby goat one-year prior. Both her 
dogs had recently passed, one in December of 2018, and one in 
February of this year. Diaz posed a question to Lauricella, “‘Leanne, 
can you help us? The only way I can guarantee this guy’s going to 
have a great life, 100%, it’s with you.’ Lauricella responded, ‘Denise, 
if he is good with dogs and cats, I will take him.’ I said, ‘Leanne, I 
will make him good with dogs and cats.’ Lauricella offered, ‘Yes, 
keep me posted. I’m definitely interested in helping him out. 
Whatever he needs.’”

Given this welcoming from Goats of Anarchy, once Perci was 
able to travel with a comped ticket from Delta, he was flown from 
Atlanta to New York City and into the arms of Second Chance 
Rescue NYC, who then drove him to GOA in New Jersey. Perci 
adapted well, thanks to the care and experience of Lauricella and 
was ready for Bionic Pets’ Campana to meet him. Campana was 

able to get Perci up on four strong legs again by creating two new 
front legs! As you can see by Perci’s beautiful cover photograph 
he is strong and proud. 

As Emerson said, “When it is dark enough, you can see the 
stars.” That dark night is in the past for Perci. Now in his forever 
home, he only sees the stars.

For more on these amazing people and their work and to keep 
up with Perci, please see:
Bionic Pets: www.facebook.com/BionicPets.org/

Goats of Anarchy: https://goatsofanarchy.com/

Second Chance Rescue NYC: 
www.nycsecondchancerescue.org/

FEATURE

5  Perci safe with Leanne Lauricella.

PHOTO © GOATS OF ANARCHY
6  Jennifer Brooks, Denise Diaz and Ziggy of 
Second Chance Rescue NYC.
PHOTO © SECOND CHANCE RESCUE NYC

7  Leanne Lauricella of Goats of Anarchy.   
PHOTO ©GOATS OF ANARCHY

8  Perci standing thanks to Derrick Campana of Bionic Pets.
PHOTO © BIONIC PETS

9  A new Perci!

PHOTO © BIONIC PETS
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Lisa Karlan’s

Plant Based 
Recipes

I’ve always loved the taste of sautéed mushrooms, especially 
when there is more than one variety. I picked crimini and 
shiitake mushrooms for this dish because, when combined, 
they synergistically take the mushroom flavor to another 
level. This deli style sandwich takes me back to my childhood 
with the crisp and bright flavors of fresh tomato and romaine 
lettuce complemented by the smokiness of the deli slices 
and smoked “cheese.” This sandwich will be loved by kids and 
adults alike…only this one is 100% VEGAN!!! 

Creamy Wild Mushroom Soup

INGREDIENTS
1 small onion (or 1/2 large onion), diced
1/4 cup water (for water sauté)
1 1/2 cup fresh crimini or baby portobello mushrooms, sliced
1 quart Imagine Portobello Mushroom Creamy Soup 
1 1/2 cup fresh shiitake mushrooms, sliced

1/2 small tomato, diced
1/4 cup fresh parsley, chopped

DIRECTIONS
1. Heat an empty 4 quart sauce pan on medium high heat, 

until a few drops of water “sizzle” when dropped into the 
pan.

2. Add diced onions and water sauté, by adding a table-
spoon of water at a time, when the surface of the onions 
touching the pan begins to brown. Then using a silicone 
spatula, scrape the fond, (the brown residue that forms) 
with a tablespoon or more of water to get the fond to 
dissolve.  Continue this process until the onions are 
browned, by adding as little water as necessary, allowing 
the onions to caramelize. This takes approximately 10 
minutes.

3. Add the mushrooms with a few tablespoons of water 
and continue sautéing on medium heat and cover the 
pan. The mushrooms will begin releasing their liquid, but 

VEGAN COMFORT FOOD

Creamy Mushroom Soup and Hickory 
Smoked Deli Slices Sandwich with 
Smoked Gouda “Cheese”

Lisa  Karlan

Lisa Karlan, Certified Food for Life Instructor with 
Physicians Committee for Responsible Medicine and Senior 
contributor to JaneUnChained News Network, JNN.

check every couple of minutes to see that there is enough 
liquid. If it’s dry, then add a tablespoon of water or little 
more to assure the pan is not dry.  

4. Cook the onion/mushroom sauté in covered pan, until 
the mushrooms have shrunk and are tender, about 5 - 8 
minutes on medium heat. 

5. Add Imagine Portobello Mushroom Creamy Soup to the 
onion/mushroom sauté and heat until just before boiling.

6. Serve in soup bowls and garnish with diced tomato and 
chopped parsley.

7. Enjoy!

Hickory Smoked Deli Slices Sandwich 
with Smoked Gouda “Cheese”

INGREDIENTS (per sandwich)
2 slices Dave’s Killer Bread - Organic Bread: Whole Grains  
and Seeds, toasted

1 Tbsp Follow Your Heart Reduced Fat Vegenaise  
(egg & dairy free mayo)
1 organic romaine lettuce leaf, cut in half
1/2 small tomato, sliced 
2 - 3 Tofurky Plant-Based Deli Slices - Hickory Smoked
1 - 2  Follow Your Heart Smoked Gouda Style Slices  
(dairy free “cheese”)
1/4 small avocado, sliced 

DIRECTIONS (per sandwich)
1. Toast bread until lightly browned.
2. Spread Vegenaise on each slice. 
3. Place romaine lettuce, sliced tomatoes, deli slices and 

Gouda cheese on one slice of bread and top with sliced 
avocado.

4. Cover with the remaining slice of bread and cut diagonally.
5. Enjoy! 
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Dana Friedman, also known by his Instagram @theguyfromthe-
pound, is an Animal Control Officer with Coastal Animal Services 
Authority serving San Clemente and Dana Point, CA. After 20 
years in the advertising industry, Friedman took a leap of faith 
and landed in an Animal Control vehicle. His previous work as a 
volunteer at the Pacific Marine Mammal Center, which he began 
in 1995, helped him to find his current vocation. 

As Friedman tells the story, “I had a twenty-year career in the 
advertising industry, creating campaigns for companies selling 
everything from bicycles to boats to computer connectivity tech-
nology. PMMC shared a parking lot with the Laguna Beach animal 
shelter, so there and during hundreds of sea lion rescue opera-
tions on all of Orange County’s beaches I worked with a handful 
of Animal Control Officers. I became fascinated by their jobs and 
the wildly diverse range of duties they performed.  After the 9-11 
terrorist attack, I started to reevaluate what my career meant to 
me, and decided I was tired of convincing people to buy crap 
they didn’t need. I picked the brains of my friends who worked 
in animal control and acquired some of the training required to 
become an officer. It took a little longer than I expected but I was 
hired as an ACO in 2009 and have been doing this for just about 
10 years now.” He no longer has time to do regular volunteer work 
with PMMC, but is still a Level 3 Responder and active 
member of NOAA’s National Marine Fisheries 
Large Whale Entanglement Response team. 
He finds gratification working as an ACO. 
He says there’s a great difference be-
tween his job now and his old career. 
“Now if I’m trying to sell something 
I’m probably trying to convince a 
homeless drug-addicted person 
to surrender their dog to me 
before it bites somebody 
else and then I’m forced to 
confiscate the dog, and most 
likely have to euthanize it. 
I’m still using my powers of 
persuasion but I’m using them 
for good now.” 

One thing he likes about 
his current position is that no 
workday is ever the same. He 
never knows what he’s going to be 
doing next. “The variety of our calls 
for service is crazy. There was the day a 
few years ago that started with me freeing 
a juvenile skunk that had his leg caught in a 
plastic rat trap. I got him out and released him—
thankfully his leg wasn’t injured —but he still got a little of his 
magic on my uniform.  Hours later though, I was at the court 
house to seek an arrest warrant for one of the town’s local drug 
dealers who had badly neglected his sick dog’s condition, and 

the judge who signed my warrant made me open her windows 
and still couldn’t get me out of her office fast enough. I know the 
sheriff’s department is grateful to us when we are able to safely 
contain scared, aggressive dogs who are guarding property the 
deputies need to search for weapons or contraband.” The only 
seasonal prediction he can make is that spring and summer usual-
ly bring more wildlife calls. 

He is responsible for all the city’s vicious dog investigations 
and barking dog complaints; that is the only predictable part of 
the day-to-day job. He also assists the sheriff’s department SWAT 
teams on calls, typically when they are trying to break up human 
disputes and there’s a dog in the middle of the action. He praised 
the sheriff’s department for having the compassion to have him 
get the animal out of the equation so neither the animal or the 
humans get harmed. “It’s actually pretty interesting to find out 
just how many first responders out there actually are terrified 
of dogs; maybe not so much the firefighters I work with but I’ve 
dealt with a lot of sheriff’s deputies who back off and say, ‘That’s 
your job—you do it.’”

Ten years in the field makes for a lot of interesting stories. 
This next story is one of Friedman’s wife’s favorites—The Naked 
Drummer Girl. In Friedman’s words: 

I actually interacted with this woman 2 or 3 times about 
her dog. She had a drinking problem and she 

occasionally would find herself arrested and 
going to jail, in which case myself or one 

of my colleagues would need to go to 
her apartment and take the dog in for 

safekeeping until she got out. The 
first time I met her I hadn’t actu-

ally impounded the dog; one of 
my colleagues had. I was asked 
by my supervisor to go over 
to her house because she’d 
been released from jail but we 
needed her to pick the dog up 
from the animal shelter. 

I called the sheriff’s de-
partment first just to make sure 

that there weren’t any officer 
safety issues and they said some-

thing about when she got arrested 
she was wielding a shotgun but they 

were pretty sure they took the shot-
gun away from her so they didn’t think 

there was an issue for me. They asked if I 
wanted them to accompany me and I said no, 

so she’s not aggravated by excessive law enforcement 
presence. So I knocked on the door, and it’s one of those 
metallic security screen doors which I think probably 
anybody in law enforcement has that love/hate relation-
ship with. They keep people secure but when you’re on 

@theguyfromthepound
dog catcher • wildlife rescue • large whale disentanglement team • 905 problems 
• the problem is at the other end of the leash   |   BY MARY HOLMES

ALL PHOTOS COPYRIGHT 
DANA FRIEDMAN

LEFT PAGE DF: Great Horned 
Owl. Fledgling Great Horned Owl! 
Couldn’t find the nest and he was 
getting his ass kicked by a number 
of crows. Thank you wildlife 
rehabilitators everywhere!

1  DF: Stray Pittie. OK fine, Del Taco 
first, but then we’re definitely driving 
up to the shelter.

2  DF: Stavros. I scraped this kitten off 
the 5 back in July, most likely ejected 
from the engine compartment of a 
Northbound car. Local vet staff kept 
him alive; his head trauma wasn’t as 
bad as it seemed. He can only see out 
of his jacked up left eye, his perfect 
looking right eye is useless. Of course 
I kept him. He loves his brother, 
another eye-injured kitten I also got 
from work “for free.”

3  DF: Athena. Broke her out of a 
hot car, former owner went to jail 
for animal cruelty and drugs and 
violence. She got a great new home!

#imputtingmyvetskidsthroughcollege 
#nogooddeedgoesunpunished 

4  DF: Osprey. Ten years in and this 
is my first Osprey…this guy hit a 
car and knocked himself silly, vet is 
giving him a good shot at survival!

5  DF: Coyote pup. We’ll let this little 
guy go just where we found him. 

6  DF: Harbour Seal Pup. This guy 
actually made his way on to a 
person’s boat down in the harbor! 
Up on to the swim-step, then right 
in through an open transom door 
on to the back deck. He was an 
underweight pup that should have 
still been nursing with his mom, 
PMMC* took great care of him.

#leavewildlifealone 
#pollutionimpactswildlife

(*Pacific Marine Mammal Center,  
Laguna Beach, CA)
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Every animal has 
a job and plays 
a role. It’s an 
ecosystem and 
you know we’re 
all just a small 
piece of it. Trying 
to educate people 
about it is a part 
of our job.” 
– Dana Friedman

09  DF: Sea Lion. I rescued 23 California 
sea lions myself winter of ‘16 as California 
experienced an Unusual Mortality Event* 
and something like 99% of that season’s pups 
failed to thrive.

*An unusual mortality event, or UME for short, is 
defined under the Marine Mammal Protection Act as a 
stranding event that is unexpected, involves a significant 
die-off of any marine mammal population, and 
demands immediate response. 

10  DF: Duckling. Had a week full of vicious 
dog declarations, a nasty hoarder and a 
self-entitled douche-bag. Saving this little guy 
made up for a lot of it!

7  DF: Baby King Snake. F-ing glue 
traps. Thanks to a local vet’s can of 
bandage remover, this little guy is 
going to be just fine. #gluetrapssuck

8  DF: Yorkie or Silky Terrier. Climbed 
out of the second story window 
when his parents were gone and got 
stuck on the roof.

the outside knocking looking to the inside of the house 
you can’t see who’s behind that screen door on the in-
side of the house, so as I’m knocking on the screen door 
thinking about you know officer safety issues she comes 
to the door screaming and literally kicks it open I so have 
to step out of the way. And she is buck-naked. I was just 
speechless, and she’s screaming, ‘Why are you guys still 
messing with me?’ I responded, ‘Hey, I’m not who you 
think I am. I just wanted you to know that you need to 
come pick up your dog.’

That’s when she became really sweet and very 
friendly and nice. She was very thankful and apologetic 
and she explained that usually when she’s stressed out 
she gets naked and plays the drum kit that’s pretty much 
all that’s in her living room.”

One of his early years with the city he drew “the lousy shifts” 
and was on call Christmas day. A black Lab had gotten tangled up 
with a chain link fence, someone spotted him from the freeway 
and called 911. By the time Friedman arrived on the scene some-
one from the sheriff’s department had already untangled him, 
and given him some water so Friedman “basically just picked it up 
and stuck it in my truck.” He remembered speaking to some little 
boys who had flagged him down a couple days before reporting 
their black Lab missing. He reviewed his notes, and realized they 
lived close by. “So I took the black Lab, put him on a leash, drove 
over to their house and knocked on the door Christmas morning 
when they’re up unwrapping presents. There I am with their dog. 
The whole family was just in tears. Obviously I was Santa Claus 
for them that day, but the funny part of the story is I explained 
to them that sheriff’s department helped me out. I showed up at 
the shelter a couple days later and there was this huge batch of 
fresh baked gourmet cookies waiting for me from them and a 
bunch of coupons for pizza. Then I talked to one of the deputies 
who’d actually done all the work, and they were completely 
messed up because they got no cookies, and no pizza.”

Much of his job involves educating people, many of whom 
turn a deaf ear. He advises those who are complaining about the 
property damage from wildlife how to keep the wildlife away hu-
manely (i.e., clean up your property). “Every animal has a job and 
plays a role. It’s an ecosystem and you know we’re all just a small 
piece of it. Trying to educate people about it is a part of our job.”

Friedman says, “Microchips are magic.” He finds it very 
rewarding to pick up a dog, scan the microchip, and immediately 

return it to the owners. His proudest accomplishment to date is 
an ongoing one:

I am so very lucky to work in a profession where I get to 
help people and make a difference.  I’ve had a couple of 
calls where I needed to hike through wilderness to track 
down and rescue dogs who were injured either from 
being hit by a car or attacked by a coyote and were just 
terrified; I was probably just as emotional as the dogs’ 
owners when I got them back home. It’s extremely grat-
ifying to break a car window to free a dog that’s been 
locked inside during warm or hot weather; I’m baffled at 
how stupid some people can be when it comes to that. 
I’ve successfully brought criminal charges against more 
than a few people who’ve injured dogs by leaving them 
in hot cars, and had my seizure of their dogs upheld by 
the courts so that our shelter could find more appropri-
ate owners for them.

I’ve worked hard to build relationships with most 
of the homeless dog owners in my jurisdiction.  They 
generally take better care of their animals than they do 
themselves, but it’s rewarding to get a phone call or be 
flagged down by somebody who trusts me when they 
know their animal needs some vet care and they just 
don’t have the resources.

It is especially rewarding to save wildlife that has 
been trapped or hurt by humans’ actions – snakes and 
skunks get tangled up in garden netting all the time, 
deer fawn get caught in fencing, raptors knock them-
selves out flying into glass walls and windows. Some of 
my own heroes are those who work in wildlife rehab!

Asked what he would still like to accomplish he responded, 
“The public for the most part understands and appreciates the 
work animal control officers do everywhere, but there’s still the 
stigma, that stereotype to overcome for some people who see 
“the dog catcher” and think the job is only about catching dogs 
and “euthanizing them at the pound.”  I look forward to continuing 
to build the relationship between our citizens and our pro-hu-
mane shelter, and helping them with their relationships with their 
own pets. It’s nice when a dog owner is receptive to a little edu-
cation about animal behavior, obedience training, nutrition and 
health. If I can help a dog owner learn to calm their barking dog, 
I’m improving quality of life for them as well as their neighbors.” 
And the good guy goes back out there!

“
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Looking for a great companion who loves to nap, isn’t de-
manding, appreciates the little things, enjoys a quiet eve-
ning at home, makes a great date, loves unconditionally and 
considers you to be their very best friend? The Grey Muzzle 
Organization would like to help you find that companion! The 
Grey Muzzle Organization improves the lives of at-risk senior 
dogs by providing funding and resources to animal shelters, 
rescue organizations, sanctuaries, and other non-profit groups 
nationwide.

Most shelters and rescue organizations consider a senior to 
be 7 years old or older; dog seniors that is. Today many people 
who have busy life styles and are working do not have suffi-
cient time to work with a younger dog. Other great candidates 
for senior dogs are senior humans! Barbara Castleman of the 
Grey Muzzle Organization says, “Once you adopt a senior, you 
are likely to adopt a senior again!”

Due to difficult times, many senior dogs and cats end up in 
shelters. They go from their homes and families with whom 
they have spent a lifetime into a place that is foreign and 
frightening. As senior animals are often the first on the eu-
thanasia list, please consider checking your local shelters and 
giving an older dog or cat a second chance to live a happy, 
safe life again. Castleman believes love is ageless and notes 
that, “No one is more grateful than a senior dog.” The vision for 
The Grey Muzzle Organization is “A world where no old dog 
dies alone or afraid. “ 

www.greymuzzle.org/

www.facebook.com/GreyMuzzle/?ref=br_rs

https://twitter.com/GreyMuzzleOrg

F O R  A  M O R E  H U M A N E  W O R L D  
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OUR MASCOT,  ANDY OFFERS GOOD ADVICE!

No More Lonely Nights!

PHOTO © JON KAWA

BOOK REVIEW

PORTRAITS OF ELDERLY ANIMALS FROM FARM SANCTUARIES

BY ISA LESHKO |  ALL PHOTOGRAPHS © ISA LESHKO

Isa Leshko spent nine years traveling to 
some dozen animal sanctuaries in the 
United States, photographing rescued 
animals living out their final days. Simply 
put, for the viewer of these images, the 
result is worth the wait. The portraits are 
stunning, both soulful and, as Sy Mont-
gomery opined in the Foreword, full of 
grace. The book contains 45 breathtaking 
plates and despite the fact most of the 
animals came from tragic circumstances, 
the images don’t evoke sadness or pity. 
Respect for these beings will be your like-
ly response. Leshko set out on one path, 
photographing these magnificent sub-
jects to face her own fear and grief over 
the aging process. But as she worked, she 
cast off her own “emotional baggage,” 
to fully involve herself in the lives of her 
nonhuman subjects. 

From the beginning, she gave them 
due respect. She made portraits of the 
animals, being careful not to photograph 
their reaction to her, but simply letting 
them be. This required patience, stillness, 
and the use of minimal equipment. In 
her introduction she says most photo 
sessions ended with her dirty, sweaty, 
and frequently covered with animal scat 
and mites. Her approach was an honest 
one – photographing the animals in their 
environment, using only natural light, 
shooting at the animal’s eye level, and 
not photographing animals who did not 
want to be photographed. As she spent 
quality time with these beings in each 
encounter, she had no difficulty making 
that kind of assessment. It is clear she did 
not want to exploit her subjects.

Leshko’s intent was not to simply 
produce a monograph; she wanted to 

use her art to advocate for the animals. 
Here again she was successful. For those 
who want to peruse beautifully repro-
duced photographic images, they will 
not be disappointed. But there is so 
much more. 

Her contributors add depth to the 
endeavor. Sy Montgomery echoes Lesh-
ko’s sentiments that these are creatures 
who led eventful lives and that each is 
an individual in his or her own right. He 
comments most times when we see farm 
animals we see them in a crowd. Leshko 
brings out each animal’s uniqueness. 
Gene Baur, cofounder of Farm Sanctuary, 
contributes a brief discussion, “What 
Farm Sanctuaries Teach Us,” which puts 
the work in the proper context. Lastly, 
curator Anne Wilkes Tucker discusses her 
take on Leshko’s artistic evolution. 

For those who want to know more, 
the book also has a succinct Notes 
section and Suggested Reading. There is 
also a section, Animal Stories, where she 
shares specifics about certain animals 
she photographed. By way of explana-
tion she states, “Although I care about all 
the animals I photographed for this proj-
ect, some affected me more profoundly 
than others. I share their stories here.” 
Lastly, there is a list of sanctuaries visited.

Allowed to Grow Old is a powerful 
body of work that should hold a prom-
inent place in any animal advocate’s 
library.

For more information on the work of Isa 
Leshko go to: www.isaleshko.com/

ALLOWED TO GROW OLD

Plate 3. Abe, an Alpine goat, age 21, was 
surrendered to a sanctuary after his guardian 
entered an assisted living facility.

Plate 31. Handsome One, a Thoroughbred 
horse, age 33, was surrendered to a sanctuary 
when he retired from racing.

Cover and Plate 34. Violet, a potbellied pig, 
age 12. Born with her rear legs partially para-
lyzed, Violet was surrendered to a sanctuary 
because her guardian could not properly care 
for her special needs.

3

31

34

https://www.greymuzzle.org/
https://www.facebook.com/GreyMuzzle/?ref=br_rs
https://twitter.com/GreyMuzzleOrg
https://www.isaleshko.com/
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The Gryphon Press’ mission statement is as follows: “Our 
mission is to publish beautifully illustrated children’s 
picture books about the vital issues that animals – domes-
tic, wild, and farmed – face, and to present those issues 

in such a way that children gain insights into and develop 
empathy for every animal life. All our books are intended to illu-
minate the struggles that non-human animals face in modern 
society and to strengthen the human-animal bond.”

This mindful and beautifully written statement came from 
the hearts and souls of Emilie Buchwald and Dana Buchwald, 
publisher and associate publisher (and also mother and daugh-
ter) of The Gryphon Press. Emilie cofounded Milkweed Editions 
with R.W. Scholes in 1980, retired from Milkweed, and 
went on to found The Gryphon Press. Emilie is 
an accomplished publisher, author, poet, and 
editor, having won the following awards: the 
Minnesota Book Awards Kay Sexton Award, 
the McKnight Distinguished Artist award 
and the National Book Critics Circle Ivan 
Sandrof Lifetime Achievement award, in 
addition to authoring two award-win-
ning children’s novels, Gildaen and Flo-
ramel and Esteban. 

Dana has worked as an attorney, as 
well as a producer, director, writer, and 
interviewer in theater and radio. She is a 
member of The Association of Professional 
Humane Educators and served on its board 
of directors. She also volunteers with local and 
national animal advocacy groups to lobby on behalf of all 
animals – domestic, wild, and farmed. 

Emilie and Dana are passionate, committed, and knowl-
edgeable publishers doing their best to fill a previously unfilled 
niche in children’s literature. That niche was realized due to two 
events in Emilie’s life; her husband announcing his retirement, 
which instigated her leaving Milkweed Editions, and adopting 
her dog, Sam. Thanks to both events, Emilie began reading 
animal blogs.

Much to her dismay, she discovered that even some young 
children were involved in torturing and abusing animals, which 
astounded her. After reviewing children’s book sections she 
realized no publisher was speaking to children about their 

responsibility toward animals or helping to create children’s em-
pathy toward animals. 

As she put it, “…to my great surprise although there are 
wonderful books, novels mostly in the intermediate grades 
that all of us know because they’re famous, in the picture book 
market almost all the books were animals that were cartoons 
that were just Disney-fied, that were really people dressed up 
in animal costumes. The issues that were being addressed were 
really people issues, not animal issues.” Her answer was to found 
The Gryphon Press. 

Remarking on the mission statement, she said, “The mis-
sion statement really in a way came out of Milkweed Edition’s 

mission statement, which was ‘good writing, beautiful 
books.’ I have the same standards for Gryphon titles 

even though we’re only talking about 750 to 
850 words. Those words have to be the right 

words, the topic has to be easily graspable 
by young children and, of course, the 
art has to be first rate. A picture book 
without marvelous art is a failure, you 
know. Compelling art. And so those 
same standards of good writing and 
beautiful books were part of the mission 
but essentially the mission was to be a 

voice for animals, you know, a voice for the 
voiceless.”

Dana came on board several years later. 
It started when her mother asked her to help 

out at an HSUS Animal Care Expo. After that, “Really 
then I just started to learn about these issues. You know, 

I grew up with dogs and I loved animals, but I really wasn’t 
aware of some of the larger issues, such as puppy mills. (I didn’t 
know what a puppy mill was) After volunteering for Gryphon, I 
became interested in these issues and then started to educate 
myself. My interest and knowledge grew exponentially from 
there.

I became very passionate about animal welfare/animal 
rights, and then Emilie said, ‘You know I’m going to have some-
one work with me part time; would you like to do this?’” 

Dana has become quite interested in animal law issues 
as well, and expressed her admiration for the work of Joyce 
Tischler, founder of the Animal Legal Defense Fund, and Steven 

THE LIGHT OF THE 
GRYPHON PRESSBY MARY HOLMES

SPECIAL FEATURE

ALL PHOTOS COPYRIGHT THE GRYPHON PRESS

1  Emilie Buchwald and Sam  |  Photo © Milkweed Editions
2  The Forgotten Rabbit Cover
3  Always Blue for Chicu Cover
4  Cookie’s Fortune Cover
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Wise, founder of the Nonhuman Rights Project.
Both Buchwalds commented on the challenge of creating 

books in this genre for the mostly pre-school set. Not only do 
they have to walk a fine line between fostering a child’s empa-
thy toward animals by educating them without horrifying them, 
but also they are dependent upon the manuscripts that are 
submitted to them to amplify the issues they cover. The reading 
period for new submissions is each year from the beginning of 
October to the end of November. Emilie has written a couple of 
titles for Gryphon. One of them, Buddy Unchained, is their most 
successful title to date. It’s also available in Spanish under the 

title Rufo Liberado, at the specific request of RedRover, a Califor-
nia-based organization whose tag-line is “Bringing Animals from 
Crisis to Care.” 

RedRover Readers uses several Gryphon books in its pro-
grams in the States. Boxes of Rufo Liberado recently made their 
way to Spain and Guatemala. According to The Gryphon Press 
website, the “Association of Professional Humane Educators, rec-
ommends our titles, as does the National Humane Education 
Society and The Institute for Humane Education. Our titles are 
on the reading lists and used in the programs of a number of 
organizations that work to help animals and to strengthen the 

animal-human bond, such as (in alphabetical order):
	The American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Ani-

mals (ASPCA)
	Best Friends Animal Society
	HEART (Humane Education Advocates Reaching Teachers)
	The Humane Society of the United States
	Institute for Humane Education
	RedRover Readers
	Humane Education Coalition”

In addition, the Press offers 50% discounts to non-profit or-
ganizations ordering their titles by-the-box directly from them. 

Go to The Gryphon Press website for more details.
Gryphon has published 18 titles since its founding in 2006. 

The 19th book will be out this October. Another recent accom-
plishment is that 10 of their titles have been licensed to be 
utilized in humane education programs in China. Being able to 
expand their reach as humane education publishers is a great 
accomplishment in both Emilie’s and Dana’s eyes. 

With an eye toward the future, Dana is excited about the 
possibilities of Gryphon In The Schools, reaching an even wider 
audience. This project is still in its preliminary stages.

When asked about their greatest accomplishment to date, 

“…essentially the mission was to be a voice for 
animals, you know, a voice for the voiceless.” 
– Emilie Buchwald

SPECIAL FEATURE

Emilie responded, “I would say first of all, continuing to survive 
as a small press in an industry so heavily tilted at wiping out 
small presses. Another is to have managed, in a relatively short 
period of time, to be a major source of books for humane 
educators, who enjoy using them to teach in shelters and in 
the classroom.” 

Dana echoed her sentiment; “I think we would both say 
staying alive as a very, very, very small press in a very compet-
itive industry that’s even more and more geared toward not 
staying alive for small presses.”

Both expressed their hopes for the future of humane 
education, both here and abroad. Emilie summed it up best, “I 
guess I’m saying that those who read and endorse your maga-
zine – obviously we’re kindred spirits – we choose positive in-
teraction and we have to believe that each in our own way has 
the power to move the world a little bit closer to the values 
that we cherish. You know the best thing right now is so many 
more people feel toward animals the way we do, and toward 
all sentient beings the way we do, and that in itself is reassur-
ing, especially in these times when there’s so much darkness.”

To learn more about The Gryphon Press go to:
www.thegryphonpress.com

5  Cookie alone under streetlamps

6  Buddy Unchained Cover

7  Buddy Unchained: Being rescued, sample spread
    a. A person I didn’t know came and took off my chain.
    b. He took me away from that place.

8  Amana Academy students, Georgia and Always Blue 
for Chicu

9  Gryphon dog Mocha takes a break from editing 
duties. She’s a fan of “Cookie’s Fortune.”
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https://www.aspca.org/
https://www.aspca.org/
http://bestfriends.org/
http://teachhumane.org/animal-issues-books-for-youth/
http://www.humanesociety.org/
http://humaneeducation.org/blog/category/resources/types/books/children-books/
https://redrover.org/readers/
https://www.hecoalition.org/about.html
https://www.thegryphonpress.com/



